Last Name First Name Question Asked
FYI, We have until September 3rd to
make public comments on the EPA rule
Muszynski Angela
changes.
Which ADEQ GIS map covers the 8 major
Ehman
Lori
rivers listed in ARS 49-211(G)(1)(b)?
Will the State hold itself harmless from
water quality violations on State owned
waters such as State Parks? If not, what
will be the funding mechanism for
David
Paul R
remediation?
Will the upstream tributaries of State
protected waters be included in the
David
Paul R
designations (even if they are ephemeral).
Is there an email list that I can get on to
dahn
danyell
be kept aware of all deadlines?
What is the definition of intermittent and
how does that differ from the definition of
Kolkman
Dawn
ephemeral?
Will the slides presented today be
Hollander Robert
available on ADEQ's website?
Can someone address for the group how
ADEQ is collecting data for the flow
regime analysis for intermittent bodies of
water? So, for example, if you have a
reach that really flows during storm events
but is otherwise not flowing, how does
Ransom
Sara
ADEQ sample that body of water?
What studies are ADEQ doing right now
that will be included in the 6 Technical
Bell
Joy
Papers?
How will participants of the stakeholder
Draper
Brian
groups be selected?
If the new state waters permit are issued
next fall could entities also be required to
have NPDES permits by that time as
Anglin
Darron
well?
Why won't ephemerals be covered? Will
lthey be covered in a different
Bell
Joy
rulemaking?
Could you please provide the link to that
map? In looking at the ADEQ eMaps
Ehman
Lori
page, don't see the map.
If I understand the six white papers will be
provided over a six month period, at one
month intervals. Will there be meetings
associated with the review of each of the
Hollander Robert
papers?
If a future Federal rule includes
ephemeral watercourses in the WOTUS
definition, will such "dry" washes be
incorporated into the ADEQ inclusion list
Harris
Geoff
(either SHALL or MAY)?

Answer Given

The SWPP Rivers later does,layer

https://public.govdelivery.
com/accounts/AZDEQ/subscriber/new

Last Name First Name Question Asked
Answer Given
Certain excluded waters may be added
upon request of the owner or operator.
When will ADEQ begin considering
adding waters through the "may add"
Klein
Maribeth
provisions?
Will ADEQ provide the flow regime
analysis results for specific surface
waters? For example, what was used to
determine Indian Bend Wash is not
Palumbo
Linda
ephemeral?
Will there be significant substantive
differences in regulatory or technical
requirements under and NPDES permit vs
Hayes
Mark
a PSWL permit?
We need more clarity on the start/end of
the protected waters. For example Indian
Bend wash is on the list(Headwaters to
confluence with the Salt) . The map
shows that start at a neighborhood and
end at the Salt River. We need to have
more clarity to know where the
responsability start and where it ends.
could ADEQ include lat/long to clarify
Weisel
Luis
these issues.
How are the flow regimes relate into this
new rule? It seems this new rule is for the
8 major rivers, not flow regimes. Having a
hard time wrapping my head around these
Ehman
Lori
two.
Hayes
Mark
Thanks!
How often will flow regime analyses be
required by ADEQ to do to determine if
Bell
Joy
there are changes needed to listing?
Will ADEQ make available the flow regime
Bell
Joy
analyses methods for each water body?
Are the BMPs mentioned earlier to
address to construction activities in nonWOTUS Protected Surface Waters
(WOTUS would be addressed by the
Hollander Robert
CWA 404 Program)?
Is there an opportunity for the public to
review and comment on your flow regime
Palumbo
Linda
analysis?
If a permittee is currently seeking an
amendment or renewal to an azpdes
permit will any of this or the federal
Kamps
Spencer
proposed changes delay the process?
How will the SWPP interface with existing
ACOE permits, AJDs, PJDs, for waters
Graham
Aaron
that are covered by both programs.
Who should we contact if we have
questions about flow regime analysis on a
dahn
danyell
PSWL@azdeq.gov
specific water?

Last Name First Name Question Asked
What will be the process for flow regime
analyses to modify a listing by ADEQ after
Bell
Joy
a rule is in place?
What is the process for upping
protection/water quality standards on a
State water if it were to be found
Bell
Joy
degrading or uncovered over time?
If waters are listed as intermittent on the
ADEQ map, but not listed on the PSWL,
Mattox
April
are they a protected water?
Is there any chance to change the name
of the program? SWPP is really close to
Mattox
April
SWPPP.
Most TMDLs are overdue for
review/remodeling. When can we expect
that to happen and how will they be
Killeen
Matt
prioritized?
Baker
Amy
that's not a joke!
Will any of the new state or federal
dahn
danyell
legislation change protections to aquifers?
I was unable to come in at the start of the
meeting, so I missed the slide
presentation. Will those slides be
Gerrodette Tricia
available on the website?
I assume it is still up to AZPDES
permittees to still make decisions
regarding whether or not to maintain a
permit for a facility that discharges to a
non-WOTUS, non-Protected Surface
Hollander Robert
Water, until everything gets sorted out?
Killeen
Matt
Thanks for TMDL response!
Do you have an approximate date for
Hollander Robert
issuance of the first draft white paper?
Are you seeking volunteers for the white
paper or other processes to achieve
Sorensen Marcia
implementation?
With adequate time available addressing
geogrpahically specific questions may
have applications on a broader scale. Us
nderstanding your thought process helps
us address local implications and
Killeen
Matt
obligations. Thx.
Can you put the slide back up that shows
Palumbo
Linda
the 6 white papers?
Palumbo
Linda
Thank you!
Thanks to the ADEQ staff for this meeting.
Williams
Larry
I'm signing off to go to another mtg.
Bell
Joy
Thank you!
Will we get notification of the review of
these white papers through the
subscription that invited us to this
Sorensen Marcia
meeting?

Answer Given

It should not

Yes within 48 hrs

no problem!

Yes

